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Scanning Near-Field Millimeter-Wave Microscopy
Using a Metal Slit as a Scanning Probe
Tatsuo Nozokido, Member, IEEE, Jongsuck Bae, Senior Member, IEEE, and Koji Mizuno, Fellow, IEEE

Abstract—In this paper, a novel type of scanning near-field
millimeter-wave microscopy using a metal slit-type probe is
proposed. A tapered reduced-height rectangular waveguide forms
the slit aperture, which has a width much smaller than one
wavelength and length of the order of . The slit probe can be
operated in the TE10 mode and, thus, results in high transmission
efficiency, even when the width is exceedingly small. An image
reconstruction algorithm based on computerized tomographic
imaging is used to obtain two-dimensional near-field images.
= 5 mm) show that
Experiments performed at 60 GHz (
image resolution equal to the slit width ( 80 m) is achieved. As
an application of this scanning slit microscopy, visualization of
transition phenomena of photoexcited free carriers in a silicon
have been successfully demonstrated, yielding useful information
on the dynamics of free carriers in semiconductor materials.
Index Terms—Free carriers, millimeter-wave, scanning nearfield microscopy, slit-type probe, visualization.

I. INTRODUCTION

S

INCE scanning near-field microscopy was first demonstrated at microwave frequencies by Ash and Nicholls
[1], near-field imaging has been
with a resolution of
accomplished in a variety of instruments, which cover frequencies spanning the microwave to optical regions. Thus far,
many kinds of near-field probes have been proposed and used
because they determine the image resolution and sensitivity
attainable in scanning near-field microscopy. In the optical region, metal-coated tapered optical fibers with a submicroscopic
aperture at the apex have been generally utilized as scanning
probes [2]–[4]. Since the aperture diameter of the fiber probes
should be much less than the observation wavelength to achieve
subwavelength resolution, the probes are usually operated
below the cutoff frequency [4], thus resulting in low transmission efficiency [5]. In the microwave and millimeter-wave
regions, the diversity of probes is bigger than in the optical
region. The coaxial probe [6]–[10] is made up of a fine coaxial
cable with a sharpened central conductor protruding from the
outer shielding. The sharp tip is a wide-band probe, which does
not suffer from the cutoff effect. The probe is usually operated
in conjunction with a resonant structure to increase sensitivity,
although this combination sacrifices the probe’s wide-band
nature. Its spatial resolution is determined by the tip size of
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the inner conductor. A small aperture in the conducting screen
[1] and an aperture at the apex of a tapered circular waveguide
[7], [11] are utilized for scanning near-field microscopy. For
the same reason as in the optical probe, the structure leads to
diminished sensitivity. Their spatial resolutions are determined
by the size of the aperture. A miniature loop is used as a
scanning probe in conjunction with a microstrip resonator [12].
The slit-type probe was first proposed by Kawata et al. in
1995 [13]. The probe has a metal slit aperture, which has a width
much smaller than one wavelength and length of the order of
. The slit probe can be operated in the
mode and, thus,
results in high transmission efficiency because of no cutoff effect. They used a narrow metal slit aperture fabricated on a ZnSe
lens for infrared spectroscopy. Another type of the slit probe
is a narrow resonant slit fabricated at the end of a rectangular
waveguide proposed by Golosovsky et al. [14]. The transmission efficiency of the resonant slit probe can be nearly unity
by selecting precisely the slit dimension. Since the width of the
slit-type probe is much smaller than , while the length of the
slit is on the order of , by simply raster scanning the probe
to obtain two-dimensional near-field images, image resolution
along the slit width can be much smaller than , while unfortunately, the resolution along the slit length is of the order of
[13], [14].
In this paper, we propose a new type of scanning near-field
millimeter-wave microscopy using a metal slit at the end of a tapered rectangular waveguide as a scanning probe, and an image
reconstruction algorithm based on computerized tomographic
(CT) imaging to reconstruct two-dimensional near-field images
with subwavelength resolutions for all directions. Our probe can
be operated over a much wider bandwidth than the resonant slit
probe [14] described above because of its operation without resonance. Hence, the probe is suitable for high-speed imaging.
To demonstrate this, as an application of this microscopy technique, we show experimental results for the visualization of
transition phenomena of photoexcited free carriers in a silicon
substrate.
II. EXPERIMENTAL
Fig. 1 is a schematic drawing of our scanning near-field millimeter-wave microscope, and shows the slit-type probe used. A
tapered reduced-height waveguide forms the slit aperture. The
wide dimension of the slit and that of the WR-19 waveguide are
identical, but the waveguide height is tapered down to 80 m
). The frequency used in our experiments was 60 GHz
(
mm). The slit probe and a receiving horn were both
(
mounted on fixed stages and connected to a WILTRON 360B
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 1. (a) Experimental setup for scanning near-field millimeter-wave
microscopy using a tapered rectangular waveguide probe with a slit aperture.
(b) Dimensions of the probe.  is the wavelength in free space.

vector network analyzer (VNA) via waveguide-to-coaxial transformers. The object to be imaged was mounted onto the scanner,
which consists of rotational and linear stages driven by stepping
motors, and was moved under the probe at a constant separation
of 2 200 m. The VNA and scanner were controlled by a computer. The object was scanned linearly for different object-rotation angles . This scan method is quite different from the
raster scanning technique used in other conventional scanning
near-field microscopes. The 60-GHz millimeter-wave radiation
was fed to the probe. The reflected signal from the probe
and the signal received by the horn antenna
were obtained
in reflection and/or transmission modes through the VNA, and
were then processed into images by the filtered back-projection
(FBP) method [15], which is the most commonly used image
reconstruction method in CT imaging. The details of the image
reconstruction are described in the following section.
In the experiments, the object was scanned while the slit
probe remained fixed. This method of data acquisition can
be clearly described if the object is fixed and the slit probe is
scanned as shown in Fig. 2. In this figure, each arrow indicates
the direction of the slit length. The signal from the probe
reflects the integral of the near fields along the slit length so
that the data acquired during a linear scan is a projection of
the near-field distribution on the “A”-shaped object toward the
direction indicated by the arrows. Since each projection data
set contains all the pixel information in the field of view, our
microscope is suitable for obtaining the outline of an image
using fewer data points than in the case of a conventional pointtype probe, which should be raster scanned.
III. THEORY OF TWO-DIMENSIONAL IMAGE RECONSTRUCTION
We are using an image reconstruction algorithm based on CT
imaging to reconstruct two-dimensional near-field images. The
data acquired through the scans depicted in Fig. 2 are processed
by the FBP method. Although the method is well-known in computerized tomography [15]–[17], in the following, we will show

Fig. 2. Scan method in the case where the object is fixed and the slit probe is
scanned. In this figure, N shows the total number of projections and N is the
number of sampling points for the linear scan.

Fig. 3. Coordinate systems used to describe the data acquisition process. The
(t; s) coordinate system is a rotated version of the original (x; y ) system by an
angle of  .

the essence of the method, being related with the near-field data
acquisition.
We will use the rectangular coordinate systems defined in
Fig. 3 to describe the data-acquisition process. The slit probe
is linearly scanned in parallel with the -axis, where the center
of the slit aperture always coincides with the -axis. The signal
as a function of and
from the probe or the horn antenna
can be expressed as
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where
is an illuminating field,
is the object
function that represents intrinsic electromagnetic properties of
represents sensitivity distribution
the object, and
,
of the probe or the horn antenna in signal reception [18].
,
, and
are the complex valued
defines the
quantities. The vector product
and the transmitted field
from
reflected field
and
, are deterthe object. These fields, i.e.,
mined by the near-field spatial distribution on the object and
form the image of the object with subwavelength resolutions for
all directions through the FBP method described below.
and the sensitivity disIf the illuminating field
are assumed to be uniform,
can be
tribution
written as
(2)
This equation means that the signals from the probe and horn
antenna reflect the integral of the object function along the slit
length . Suppose that the Fourier transform of the object funcis indicated by
,
can be expressed
tion
as
(3)
Exchanging the rectangular coordinate system in the frequency
for a polar coordinate system
, we can
domain
write the inverse Fourier transform of a polar function as

(4)
from 0 to

By splitting the integral into two by considering
and from to , and by using the property

where
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is the filtered projection data expressed as
(10)

Reconstruction of near-field images can be performed using the
above two equations. The flow of data processing for the images
is as follows.
with reStep 1) Fourier transforming projection data
.
gard to to yield
by the filter function
Step 2) Multiplying the result
.
.
Step 3) Inverse Fourier transforming the product
to
Step 4) Back projecting the result of the last step
.
the image plane
Steps 1)–4) should be repeated for all , and the sum of all the
back-projected images provides the reconstructed image. Note
makes the same contribution
that the filtered projection
,
to the reconstruction at all the points in the image plane
for a given
which correspond to a value of
value of . Computer implementation of the FBP method is the
same as in [15].
To discuss the signal detection method needed for two-dimensional near-field image reconstruction, we express the signal
from the probe or the horn antenna in a discrete form in the case
with coherent illumination as follows:
(11)
where and are the angular frequency and time, respectively.
In this equation, the length of the slit is divided into sections
and the near field in each section is expressed in phasor form.
and
when the heteroThe resulting signals
can be exdyne and the power detections are adopted for
pressed as
(12)

(5)
the above expression for

can be written as

and
(13)

(6)
where is expressed as
(7)
is a projection data, which can be measured. According
to the Fourier slice theorem [15], the Fourier transform of the
is related to the Fourier transform of the
projection data
as follows:
object function

respectively. Equation (12) is an alternative expression for (2),
which is the precondition for two-dimensional image reconstruction by the FBP method. The second term in the right- hand side
of (13) is a deviation from the precondition and may cause some
artifacts in the reconstructed images by the FBP method. Hence,
under coherent illumination, heterodyne detection should be utilized for the two-dimensional image reconstruction.
IV. RESULTS

(8)
By making use of (8), the final form for

results in

(9)

In this section, we demonstrate the two-dimensional nearfield image reconstruction using the slit probe and algorithm
based on CT imaging. First, measured and calculated reflection coefficients of the probe as a function of frequency are presented to show the wide-band nature of the slit probe, and to
give the transmission coefficient of the probe. Next, one-dimensional scans of a test sample are presented in order to show the
validity of the precondition for the two-dimensional near-field
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(a)

Fig. 4. Comparison of measured and calculated results of the amplitude of the
reflection coefficient jS j as a function of frequency. The cross section of the
probe is depicted in the inset. The slit width has a variation of 3 mm from the
average value of 80 m. In the experiment, the probe was directed to free space.

6

image reconstruction by the FBP method. Near-field images obtained in the experiment are presented and their resolutions are
evaluated. We compare two near-field images, one of which is
reconstructed with heterodyne detection, the other with power
detection. Finally, we show the application of our microscope
for the visualization of transition phenomena of photoexcited
free carriers in a silicon substrate.
(b)

A. Probe Characteristic
In order to estimate the transmission coefficient of the slit
of the probe
probe, we measured the reflection coefficient
and compared it with the calculated value using an equivalentcircuit model. Fig. 4 shows the results, where the measured and
calculated results of the amplitude of the reflection coefficient
are plotted as a function of frequency. The cross section
of the probe is depicted in the inset of this figure. The tapered
section of the probe can be assumed to be a series connection
of several waveguides with different heights. The impedances
opand propagation constants of these waveguides in the
eration were calculated, and an equivalent-circuit model for the
probe was derived. In the calculation, the slit probe is assumed
and
to be terminated by the lumped impedance of free space
the propagation loss constants are calculated using the ten times
larger value of the dc resistivity of gold, with which the probe
is coated. Fig. 4 shows that the measured and calculated results
agree well. From the calculation, the power transmission coefficient at 60 GHz is estimated as 20%. In the metal-coated tapered
,
optical fiber probes with aperture diameters of less than
the transmission coefficient has been reported as 10 % or less
[5], which is 10 times smaller in value than the estimated
value of the slit probe, which is free from the cutoff effect.
B. Validity of the Precondition for Two-Dimensional
Near-Field Image Reconstruction
In order to reconstruct images correctly using the FBP
and the sensitivity distrimethod, the illuminating field
should be uniform, as described in Section III.
bution
was
To check this for our slit probe, reflection coefficient
measured using metal lines with different lengths as an object.
Fig. 5 shows one-dimensional scans of metal lines deposited
onto a quartz plate. The lengths of the lines vary from 0.2 to

(c)
Fig. 5. One-dimensional scans of metal lines deposited onto a quartz plate.
(a) Object configuration. (b) Amplitude variation of reflection coefficient.
(c) Phase variation of reflection coefficient.

2.0 mm, while the widths of the lines are all the same. The
object was linearly scanned over 6400 m with a step size of
16 m. Probe-to-object separation was kept at a constant value
was proof 10 m. The measured reflection coefficient
cessed in order to set the measured data for the quartz plate as
and
. This was done by subtracting
the reflection coefficient corresponding to the quartz plate from
each of the measured data in vectorial operation. The resulting
differences in amplitude and phase are shown in Fig. 5(b) and
(c), respectively. If the amplitude is proportional to the length of
the metal lines, and the phase remains constant regardless of the
length of the metal lines, then the validity of the precondition
for two-dimensional image reconstruction can be proven. This
in Fig. 5(c). In
holds true for the phase difference
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(b)

(c)

(a)

(d)

(e)

Fig. 7. Reconstructed images of a metal patch. (a) Optical image. (b) Intensity
image in reflection mode. (c) Phase image in reflection mode. (d) Intensity
image in transmission mode. (e) Phase image in transmission mode.
TABLE I
EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS

(b)

(c)
Fig. 6. One-dimensional scans of a metal patch. (a) Situation of the scan.
(b) Amplitude and phase variations in reflection mode. (c) Amplitude and phase
variations in transmission mode.

the case of the amplitude difference,
in Fig. 5(b), where
the dotted line indicates the ideal variation, deviations from the
dotted line arise when the metal lines with lengths longer than
1.2 mm were observed by the slit probe. This implies that the
size of the object under observation should be less than 1.2 mm
1.2 mm for perfect reconstruction. The effect of this deviation
onto images, and the method for eliminating the effect, will be
discussed again in detail in Section V.
C. Reconstructed Near-Field Images
Fig. 6 shows measured projection data in reflection mode
signals in linear magnitude and phase, and measured data in

transmission mode
signals obtained by linearly scanning the
object. The object was a 0.9 mm 0.75 mm metal patch supported by a quartz plate with a thickness of 1.87 mm. Before
processing these projection data by the FBP method, e.g., in the
reflection mode, the vector, which consists of the magnitude and
phase offsets depicted in Fig. 6(b), has to be subtracted from
all the data. This operation should be done in order to prevent
aliasing artifacts [15], which occur due to data truncation in the
case without the operation. The effect of this operation on the
reconstructed images is that the image intensities corresponding
to the quartz plate in the intensity and phase images are set to
zero. Since the projection data have intensity and phase information, after image reconstruction, intensity and phase images
are obtained for each mode of the measurements.
The reconstructed images are shown in Fig. 7. They were obtained under the experimental conditions listed in Table I. Since
the highest resolution achievable was expected to be of the order
of the width of the slit probe, we set the sampling interval for
the linear scan as half of the slit width, according to the sampling theorem [19]. For a well-balanced reconstructed image,
the total number of projections is set equal to the number of
sampling points for the linear scan [15].
We tried to estimate the resolution of the intensity image in
reflection mode shown in Fig. 7(b). Fig. 8(a) shows one-dimenand
in Fig. 7(b).
sional intensity profiles along the line
By differentiating the rising parts in the profiles indicated by
an asterisk, line spread functions (LSFs) [19] can be calculated
and are shown in Fig. 8(b) and (c). Note that the full widths
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(a)
Fig. 9. Intensity images in the reflection mode when the probe-to-object
separation was varied. The separation is indicated under each image.

(b)

(c)

Fig. 10.

Image resolution as a function of probe-to-object separation.

Fig. 8. Evaluation of image resolution: (a) one-dimensional intensity profiles
along the line x x and y y in Fig. 7(b) and (b), (c) LSFs.

D. Comparison of Images Obtained with Heterodyne and
Power Detection

at half maximum FWHMs of these LSFs are almost the same.
By averaging the FWHMs, we determine the image resolution
as 110 m, which is nearly equal to the width of the slit probe
used.
Probe-to-object separation is the most significant factor in determining image resolution and intensity because the evanescent field, which can provide subwavelength resolution in the
near-field region of a scanning probe, dies off exponentially
away from the probe surface [20]. Fig. 9 shows intensity images
in the reflection mode when the probe-to-object separation was
varied. The object and experimental conditions are the same as
those mentioned above. As the probe-to-object separation gets
larger, the image intensity is getting lower and the image itself
vanishes. Using the images in Fig. 9, image resolution as a function of separation can be estimated with LSFs and is plotted in
Fig. 10. The result in Fig. 10 shows that as the object is separated from the probe, the image resolution gets worse, and the
finest resolution achievable is equal to the width of the slit probe
used. Finer samplings and/or more projections did not provide
any improvements in the image resolution in Fig. 10.

In Section III, we note that, in the case with coherent illumination, the signal from the probe should be detected with
heterodyne detection in order to reconstruct two-dimensional
near-field images. Measured raw data, which is a set of several projection data, can easily be converted into the raw data
obtained with power detection. Since the measured data is obtained with heterodyne detection via the VNA and is complex
valued, the squared amplitude of the data is equivalent to the
raw data obtained with power detection. Measured raw data of
metal patches deposited onto a quartz plate was converted to the
equivalent raw data. These two data sets were reconstructed into
intensity images. Fig. 11 compares images of the metal patches.
The image in Fig. 11(b), which is an intensity image reconstructed with heterodyne detection, reflects well the structure
of the object, while it is obvious that artifacts arise in Fig. 11(c),
which is an intensity image reconstructed with power detection.
This is proof that under coherent illumination, heterodyne detection should be utilized for two-dimensional image reconstruction. Under incoherent illumination, power detection can be applied to the image reconstruction without artifacts because the
second term in the right-hand side of (13) tends to zero.

0

0
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(c)

Fig. 11. Comparison of images of metal patches. (a) Optical image.
(b) Reconstructed intensity image with heterodyne detection. (c) With power
detection. The raw data was measured in reflection mode.

Fig. 12. Experimental scheme for visualizing transition phenomena of
photoexcited free carriers in reflection mode.

Fig. 13. Temporal evolution of photoexcited free-carrier distribution. The time
under each image indicates the time after the photo excitation began. The circle
in the image at 0 ns shows the photoexcited region.

E. Application
The benefit of using microwaves and millimeter waves in
scanning near-field microscopy lies in the promise of new types
of material contrast. A good example is the mapping of electronic transport properties. We have succeeded in visualizing
photoexcited free-carrier distribution in the steady-state condition in a silicon substrate using millimeter-wave microscopy
[21]. As demonstrated in Section IV-A, the tapered slit probe
is suitable for measuring high-speed phenomena in objects because of its wide-band characteristic. Here, we demonstrate the
application of our microscope for the visualization of transition
phenomena of photoexcited free carriers in a silicon substrate,
i.e., time-resolved imaging of photoexcited free carriers. A
high-speed homodyne detection system with a response time
of 0.4 ns was constructed. The experimental setup is shown in
Fig. 12. The object was a silicon on quartz (SOQ) substrate.1
The thicknesses of the silicon and quartz layers were 0.2 m
and 1.2 mm, respectively. Optical pulses from a -switched
Nd : YAG laser passing through the quartz layer generated free
carriers in the silicon layer. The Nd : YAG wavelength was
355 nm, the repetition rate was 10 Hz, the pulsewidth was 5 ns,
and the pulse energy was 30 mJ. The photoexcited area was
0.5 mm in diameter. The density of free carriers generated was
estimated to be as high as 10 /cm [22]. During the object
scans, the waveforms from the detection system monitored by
1Provided

by the Shin-Etsu Handotai Company, Ltd., Tokyo, Japan.

an oscilloscope were stored against each position of the object.
The stored waveforms were then arranged into images, each of
which represents a different time phenomenon. Fig. 13 shows
the reconstructed images. The image size and the resolution are
1980 m and 120 m, respectively. Free-carrier
1980 m
generation and extinction processes are clearly imaged in these
images. The diffusion process of free carriers is also observed,
and the images show that the free carriers generated did not
diffuse uniformly in the silicon layer. This indicates that the
silicon layer has some kind of defect distribution along the
surface directions of the SOQ substrate. Animation of the
images in Fig. 13 can be seen on our Web site.2
V. DISCUSSION
Fig. 5(b) shows that the signal intensity is not proportional
to the size of the object under observation. This means that the
slit probe has a sensitivity distribution. This sensitivity distribuand the
tion is due to the fact that the illuminating field
sensitivity distribution of the probe in signal reception
are not uniform along the slit length. These two factors determine the sensitivity distribution of the slit probe in reflection
mode. We have done some experiments to measure the sensiand
, and
tivity distribution, i.e., the product of
2[Online].
anime.html

Available:

http://www.mizuno.riec.tohoku.ac.jp/nfmw/nfmw_
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found that the distribution can be approximated by the square of
mode [23]. Comthe -field intensity distribution of the
puter simulation results show that this kind of sensitivity distribution modifies and spoils the low-frequency components of the
true image if the FBP method is applied [24]. The FBP method
is a transform-based one, assuming that the precondition previously mentioned holds true and, therefore, it is difficult to include the sensitivity distribution in its reconstruction process.
To circumvent this problem, a conjugate gradient method [16]
might successfully be applied to the image reconstruction. The
method is a kind of algebraic reconstruction algorithm based on
the matrix representation between an image and measured data
and, thus, deals well with this kind of sensitivity distribution in
its calculation. We have some preliminary results on correction
of image distortion by the conjugate gradient method by taking
into account the sensitivity distribution [23].
VI. CONCLUSIONS
A novel type of scanning near-field millimeter-wave microscopy using a metal slit at the end of a tapered rectangular
waveguide as a scanning probe and an image reconstruction
algorithm based on CT imaging has been proposed and
demonstrated in this paper. The data-processing and the
signal-detection method needed for two-dimensional near-field
image reconstruction have also been described and experimenmm)
tally verified. Experiments performed at 60 GHz (
show that two-dimensional near-field intensity images can
), which is
be obtained with a resolution of 82 m (
equal to the width of the slit probe used. The slit probe has the
advantages of high transmission efficiency and wide frequency
bandwidth. To demonstrate this, scanning slit microscopy has
been applied to visualize transition phenomena of photoexcited
free carriers in a silicon substrate. The images obtained in the
experiment have clearly visualized generation, extinction, and
diffusion processes of free carriers.
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